Microporous Porphyrin Networks Mimicking a Velvet Worm Surface and Their Enhanced Sensitivities toward Hydrogen Chloride and Ammonia.
This work shows that the functions of microporous organic network materials can be enhanced through engineering of the material structure. Mimicking the surface structure of velvet worms, we prepared the aligned 1D structure (rod) of microporous porphyrin networks by the Sonogashira coupling of tetrakis(4-ethynylphenyl)porphyrin with 1,4-diiodobenzene in an anodic aluminum oxide plate. The length of the 1D structure was controlled in the range of 1-5 μm. The velvet worm surface-like microporous porphyrin networks (Velvet-MPNs) showed higher sensitivities to hydrogen chloride and ammonia gases by up to ∼14 and 4.6 times, respectively, compared with a control MPN material without rods.